A detailed study of the period and the light curve of the eclipsing binary TY Bootis is presented. Based on a study of the (O − C) curve, we have found that two periodical variations superimpose on a continuous increase (dP /dt = 6.283 × 10 −8 d yr −1 ) in its period. We compared light curves obtained by other groups, and found that the light curve of the system has changed considerably. We analyzed the physical mechanisms that underlie the variation in the period and light curve of the system, and obtained some new conclusions. The continuous increase of its orbital period is probably caused by mass transfer from the secondary to the primary, rather than an expansion of the primary due to its dynamical instability. Also, the two periodical components are probably caused by two different physical mechanisms, i.e., the light-time effect is one of the possible mechanisms, which might cause a periodical component with a longer timescale (31.5 yr), and the magnetic activity cycle is the other one, which might underlie the other periodical component with a shorter timescale (11.76 yr). The long-term variation in the light curve of the system is likely to be caused by a decrease in the light level of the primary due to starspot(s) on the primary or an expansion of the primary. Finally, the trends in the evolution of the system are discussed according to a theory of W UMa systems.
Introduction
The variability and W Ursae Majoris classification of the eclipsing variable TY Bootis were discovered by Guthnick and Prager (1926) , who derived a period of 0.
d 31730. A longterm visual study by Szafraniec (1953) resulted in a revised period of 0. d 317146, and a possible cyclic period variation on a scale of 400 cycles. Carr (1972) published the first UBV photoelectric light curves and derived epochs of seven minima, and found the period from his four minima to be in agreement with Szafranies's determination from visual observations. Carr attempted a Russell-Merrill solution of the system, but stated that non-rectifiable distributions in the light curve limited the accuracy of the results. His solution suggests that TY Boo is a G-type, consisting of two main-sequence stars of spectral types G3 and G7 with a radius ratio of 0.94. Assuming a contact configuration, Carr's solution leads to a mass ratio of 0.88 (Kopal 1978) , implying that the system is a G-type binary with W-type characteristics. However, Niarchos (1978) analyzed Carr's data using frequency-domain techniques, and found a radius ratio of 0.48. This suggested that TY Boo was a W-type with an extreme mass ratio of 0.22. Samec and Bookmyer (1987) published BV photometry in 1986, and subsequently analyzed the system (Samec et al. 1989 ). Samec and Bookmyer (1987) concluded that the system as a whole had undergone a slight reddening since Carr's observations, but noted no apparent changes in the depth of the eclipse curves. Meanwhile, Samec and Bookmyer (1987) determined a new ephemeris from the seven photoelectric minima available, but, from 91 visual estimates that were collected from a literature, they did not find any evidence of the cyclic variation suggested by Szafraniec (1953) , since this variation is not sustained throughout the entire range. However, Samec and Bookymer (1987) did conclude that two period changes had occurred in a 19-yr interval around 1945, but photoelectric observations were insufficient to establish the nature of any current period variations in the system at that time.
TY Boo is a difficult system to analyze, yielding wildly divergent results in size and mass ratios. Rainger, Hilditch, and Bell (1990) published new spectroscopic data, and used the mass ratio (0.437) derived from the spectroscopic observations to analyze the light-curve data published by Samec and Bookmyer (1987) , and then obtained parameters for TY Bootis. Milone et al. (1991) reported new spectroscopic and photometric observations and analyzed the system. They used the radial velocity to establish a mass ratio without ambiguity [q = M h /M c = 0.465, which is consistent with the result (0.481), derived by them from a light-curve analysis], and obtained a light-curve solution and accurate parameters of TY Boo.
In this paper, we present a detailed study of the period and the light-curve changes of the system TY Boo, and discuss its evolution.
O − C Curve Analysis
For the present study, we used the data from Rainger et al. (1990) , Milone et al. (1991) and an eclipsing binary database. 
The derived (O − C) values of the added minima are also listed in table 1. The corresponding (O − C) diagram for TY Boo is shown in figure 1 . We analyzed the (O − C) diagram using a method proposed by Kalimeris et al. (1994a,b) . According to this method, the differences ∆T (E) between the observed and calculated times of the minima are given for any cycle E by a polynomial form,
where E N = E/c, and c is a scale constant such that, if E min and E max are the minimum and maximum cycles of the approximated segment of an O − C curve, then
The real period of a system at any cycle E is given by
where P e is the ephemeris period. The rate of the period change at any cycle E is given bẏ
During the course of the fitting procedure, the time of minimum light had to be discarded due to its obvious discrepancy with the general trends, and is almost likely to be due to an incorrect determination of the time of the minimum. The point is the following: (HJD) 2443368.400. Meanwhile, each time of minimum light was given a weight according to its 1 (On the previous page) available at:
http://www.oa.uj.edu.pl/ktt/ ktt dn.html . scale constant 50000 accuracy, so the visual, photographic, and photoelectric observations were given weights of 1.0, 4.0, and 8.0, respectively. Then, a weighted least-squares polynomial of 6th order fitted very well the observed times of minima (see figure 1) . The values of the polynomial coefficients [c j , j = 0(1)6] and the value of the scale constant are listed in table 2. 
Period Variation of TY Boo
The present analysis includes the minimum times spanning an interval of about 55 years. It is shown in figure 1 that the orbital period of TY Boo does not follow a sinusoidal variation. The photoelectric, photographic, and visual residuals display a wave-like regularity in their distribution, which might be thought of as a light-time effect.
Using equations (4) and (5), we calculated the period P (E) and the period change rate, ∆P (E), of the system. Figure 2 is a plot of the difference between the real period, P , and the ephemeris period, P e , and the relative change rate, dP /P . TY Boo presents a smooth period variation with a relatively small amplitude. The variation is not in a single sinusoidal form, implying that the variation of the period of the system is not caused by any single physical mechanism. Through a spectral analysis of the period function, P (E), we obtained two different spectral frequencies (see figure 3) of the P (E) function of the system; they corresponds to periods of 31.5 ± 3.5 yr and 11.76 ± 1.50 yr with amplitudes of 0.076 s and 0.0095 s, respectively. This suggests that the periodical variation of the period of the system is caused by two periodical physical mechanisms. The light-time effect due to the presence of a third body is one of the possible mechanisms that cause a component with a period of 31.5 yr, although no other corroborations, such as the analysis of a radial velocity curve, show the presence of a third body. The system TY Boo is a solarlike star with a spectral type of G3-7, and it may in fact be chromospherically active: a rapidly developing Ca II flare was recorded in the system on 1985 (Milone et al. 1991) . Therefore, the magnetic activity cycles is one of the possible mechanisms which underlie the other component with a period of 11.76 yr.
Qian (2001) has found that the period of system TY Boo was increasing steadily, and obtained an increase rate of 9.07 × 10 −8 d yr −1 in its orbital period. We added some new photoelectric minima and some old visual and photographic minima, which were not adopted by Qian, to again investigate the longterm variation in the period of TY Boo. A quadratic fit to the O − C curve indicates that the period variation of the system also contains a component involving a long-term increase. A least-squares solution resulted in the following quadratic ephemeris:
which indicates that the orbital period of TY Boo was increasing during the past five decades. The rate of period increase iṡ
which is lower than the result obtained by Qian (2001) . The difference is caused by the greater minima adopted by us, or by the period decrease at present (see figures 1 and 2) since the result in studying the period of the binaries does depend on the adopted minima.
Variation of the Light Curve
The light curves of the system have been reported by Carr (1972) , Bookmyer (1987), and Milone et al. (1991) . Since the light curves reported by Carr (1972) and Samec and Bookmyer (1987) were derived from the same comparison star, we present the two light curves in yellow in figure 4. It can be seen in figure 4 that its light curves, which consist of normal points, changed considerably, although the light curves of the system show a large scatter (see figure 5 ) and a change occurred almost at all phases, except near to Min II. This indicates that the less-massive component is stable, and the variation in the light curve of the system is likely to be caused by the variation in the light level of the more massive component. The light level of the system in 1986 was lower than that of the system in 1969. This suggests that the more massive component became fainter in 1986 than in 1969, and its brightness in magnitude increased by about 0.08 mag, which may have been caused by starspot(s), due to stellar activity, or by expansion of the primary (more massive component) due to its dynamical instability, so that part of the luminosity of the primary was transformed into gravitational energy.
The system TY Boo was observed by Samec and Bookmyer (1987) in 1986 (5 nights); the light curve of the system in V light is shown in figure 5 with different symbols for the observations on different nights. As can be seen from figure 5, the light curve of the system exhibits a rapid light variation night by night. The light curve of the system exhibits a larger scatter, this kind of light variation can be clearly seen in its light curves reported by Samec and Bookmyer (1987) and Milone et al. (1991) . This appearance has been observed in many contact binaries, such as V719 Her (Goderya et al. 1996) , AQ Tuc (Hilditch, King 1986 ), DN Aur (Goderya et al. 1997a ), V508 Cyg (Goderya et al. 1995) , CN And (Keskin 1989) , KN Per (Goderya et al. 1997b ). In these binaries, this is especially apparent in the regions near the two maxima and two minima of the light curve. The light variation generally has an amplitude of about 0.02-0.05 mag with a period of between a few hours and a few days. Therefore, this phenomenon may be caused by the pulsation of a common envelope due to mass transfer between two components (Li et al. 2002) .
Discussion
An investigation of the changes in the light curve and the orbital period of W UMa systems is very important to understand the activity, structure, and evolution of these systems. We investigated the variation in the orbital period and light curve of TY Boo, and searched some new conclusions. Based on study of O − C curve, we found that two periodical variations superimpose on a long-term increase in its orbital period. One of the possible mechanisms that cause the periodical component with a period of 31.5 years is a light-time effect due to the presence of an unobserved third body, although the analysis of its radial velocity curve did not offer any sign of the existence of a third body. It is wel known that the period of the magnetic activity of the Sun is about 11 years. The system TY Boo is a solar-like star with a spectral type of G3-7, and it may in fact be chromospherically active; a rapidly developing Ca II flare was recorded in the system on 1985 (Milone et al. 1991) . The magnetic activity cycles is one of the possible mechanisms that might cause the period variation with a period of 11.76 years. The long-term increase in the orbital period of the system may be caused by mass transfer from the less-massive component (hotter star) to its companion (cooler one), or by the expansion of one component, or both components, of the system because of the dynamical instability of the system. If the long-term increase in the period of the system is caused by mass transfer from the secondary to the primary, we obtain a mass transfer rate,Ṁ 1 , of 6.541 × 10
according to the absolute parameters (M 1 = 1.14 ± 0.03 M , M 2 = 0.53 ± 0.01 M , R 1 = 1.052 ± 0.009 R , R 2 = 0.746 ± 0.007 R , L 1 = 0.89 ± 0.10 L , L 2 = 0.58 ± 0.07 L ) of the system (Milone et al. 1991) . If the long-term increase in the period of the system is attributed to the increase of the radius of one of the components, or both components, according to Liu and Yang (2000) , the Kepler's third law can be written as
where A is the orbital separation in units of the solar radius, P the orbital period in days, and M the total mass of the system in solar mass. From the definition of the relative radius of each component, A can be expressed by
where R 1,2 are the radii of both components, and r 1,2 the relative radii of both components. According to Binnendijk (1970) and Lacy (1977) , the contact conditions can be expressed as
Inserting the equations (9) and (10) into equation (8), we can obtain
According to equation (7), dP /P = 5.456 × 10 −11 , and using equation (11), we obtain the sum of the expanding velocities Wang (1995) from the observational data.
It can be seen in figure 4 that the light level of the system is variable at almost all phases, but near to Min II, suggesting that the light level of the secondary (less massive star) is stable. The variation in the light curve of the system is caused by a variation in the light level of the primary. As can be seen from figure 4, the light level of the primary in 1986 was lower than that in 1969. We assume that the energy generation rate of the each component is governed by an average rule for zero-age main-sequence (ZAMS) stars, given by Demircan and Kahraman (1991) ,
The observational data and the theory of contact binaries indicate that most of the W-subtype W UMa systems are at, or near ZAMS stars. Using equation (12), we obtained that the theoretical luminosities of the primary and the secondary are of 1.786 ± 0.158 L and 0.041 ± 0.002 L , respectively. However, the light curves of the system TY Boo have eclipse minima of almost equal depth, thus implying almost equal surface temperatures of two components with different masses. The anomalous mass-luminosity relationship possessed by TY Boo can only be explained if energy transfer takes place between the components of the system. On the assumption that the components have the same effective temperature, the luminosity transfer between the two components can then be written as
where L 1,2 are the nuclear luminosities of both components, R 1,2 their radii. Using equation (13) one can obtain that the luminosity transfer, ∆L, is about 0.57 ± 0.08 L ; thus, the luminosity of the primary should be of about 1.216±0.238L , and the luminosity of the secondary should be of about 0.61 ± 0.10 L . The luminosity of the secondary derived from the observational data is of about 0.58(7) (Milone et al. 1991) , which is very close to its theoretical value (0.61 ± 0.10 L ), but the luminosity of the primary derived from the observational data is of about 0.89(10)L , which is smaller than its theoretical value (1.216 ± 0.238L ), i.e., the luminosity of the primary decreases of about 0.326 ± 0.338 L . This suggests that the brightness of the primary in magnitude is increased by about 0.34 ± 0.334 mag. The increase in the brightness of the primary derived from figure 4 is in this region, although the value derived from the theory of contact binaries has a large error, because some errors exist in equation (12) and the absolute parameters (including masses, luminosities, etc.) of the components of the system derived from observations. This at least indicates that the luminosity of the primary decreased in 1986. This kind of variation is also observed in some systems, such as AC Boo (Binnendijk 1965) . A statistical result (Wang 1995) and the evolutionary models of contact binaries (Li et al. 2004a,b) show that the radius of the primaries of W-subtype systems should be expanding. Therefore, this kind of light variation is likely to be caused by the decrease in the light level of the primary; also, the decrease in the light level of the primary may be caused by starspot(s) on the primary due to stellar activity, or by an expansion of the primary due to its dynamical instability. If the decrease in the luminosity of the primary is caused by magnetic activity, it would span a period of about 17 years, which does not contradict the period variation with a shorter timescale of 11.76 years because the light-curve change probably does not take place in a magnetic activity cycle. If the decrease in the luminosity of the primary is caused by an expansion of the primary, and it is completely transformed into the gravitational energy of the primary, one can calculate the expanding velocity of the primary according to the decrease in the luminosity of the primary. The gravitational energy, E g , of the primary can be written as (Kippenhahn, Weigert 1990 ),
where M 1 and R 1 are the mass and radius of the primary, respectively, and G is the gravitational constant; n = 3 for a main-sequence star. Wang (1994) took n = 1.5 for the highmass primary of W UMa binaries. The variation of the gravitational energy due to a variation in the radius of the more massive star has been given by Liu and Yang (2000) as
Inserting the luminosity loss (0.326 ± 0.338 L ), and the physical parameters derived by Milone et al. (1991) of the primary of TY Boo into equation (14), one can find that the expanding velocity of the primary (more massive star) is of about (2.29 ± 2.37) × 10 −5 cms −1 (i.e. 7.2 ± 7.46 m yr −1 ) with n = 1.5, which is very close to a statistical value (17.9 m yr −1 ) derived by Wang (1995) for the primary of W-subtype W UMa systems. It is to say, if the swelling velocity of the primary is of 2.29 ± 2.37 × 10 −5 cm s −1 , the luminosity of the primary would then decrease by 0.326 ± 0.338 L , and the decrease in the luminosity of the primary would be transformed into the gravitational energy.
According to the observed properties of the system mentioned above, we can infer the possible evolutionary progress of the system. Based on analysis, we found that the period and light curve of the system TY Boo changed considerably. If the period of the a binary system changes on a timescale of τ P (= P /|Ṗ |), it probably leads to asynchronous rotation between the corotating inner region and the envelope, the friction between the corotating region and the differential rotating outer region leads to a continuing transfer of angular momentum between them at a rate (Meyer, Meyer-Hofmeister 1979) of
where α is a coefficient of order one, A is the binary separation, Ω is the Keplerian orbital angular velocity of the inner binary, and η is the effective turbulent viscosity. The orbital angular momentum of a binary can be written as
where M 1,2 are the masses of both components, respectively; then, the timescale of the transfer of angular momentum is τ AT = I/|İ | = M 1 M 2 /[αηA(M 1 + M 2 )]. Once the variation of the period is fast enough (i.e. τ P < τ AT ), the rotation of the common envelope of the system cannot catch up with the rotation of the internal binary, and can give rise to asynchronous rotation between the common envelope and the internal binary. If so, according to the theory of Meyer and Meyer-Hofmeister (1979) , the asynchronous rotation can produce 'frictional luminosity' in the differential rotating region, so that the total luminosity of the system is rapidly increased. A rapid increase of the total luminosity would produce an expansion wave, or even an explosive wave. These waves may lead to a loss of the common envelope. These conclusions are consistent with a scenario in which TY Boo evolves into a cataclysmic binary in the future. Meanwhile, this connection result rests principally upon circumstantial evidence, namely, the similarity in total masses, periods, velocity dispersions, and space distributions of these two classes of objects (Webbink 1976) . Moreover, no third class of binaries is known that shares these properties with contact binaries and cataclysmic variables. However, it is widely believed that W UMa binaries and cataclysmic variables are genetically related objects, in particular, that cataclysmic variables are evolutionary remnants of contact binaries.
